Every video that Hawthorne hip-hop duo Coyote drops is well worthy of your attention, but there's one that landed in February, "Fuck the Wall," that seems to perfectly encapsulate what they're all about. Beautifully satirical and on point, we see the brothers kidnap a reasonably convincing Trump impersonator and tell him that, "the day you build it it's gon' fall, bitch."

That's what these two siblings -- Guapo Cortés and Ricky Blanco (they simply go by Guapo and Blanco) -- do so well. They're spitting out stories that, as is the tradition with the genre, tell of their everyday lives. Their struggles, their successes, and everything in-between. They pull no punches but, simultaneously, the 'Yotes are super fucking funny.

It all started when the brothers lost a championship basketball game and, naturally pissed, they sat down and smoked together for the first time. Suitably enhanced, they started freestyling.

"It was the first time me and my brother smoked together, and somehow we just started freestyle rapping about losing the game, talking shit about the other team," says Guapo by phone. "That's how it started. We took it seriously almost immediately."

"It might look like it happened overnight, but we've been going at it for ten-plus years," adds Blanco.

It's one thing for two brothers to get stoned and spit shit about opposing ball players after a game; it's another thing entirely to take that to the next level and embark on a new career. But when friends in the neighborhood started boosting their egos, the 'Yotes chose to believe them.

"I started writing raps so the next time we would smoke, we could kick the raps," Guapo says. "In my mind, people were telling me I was dope and I thought I was dope, but I was terrible. That's what made me ballsy to keep going."
“Me personally, I felt like I’d been good at everything I did as far as sports go, so just taking on rapping I took all that confidence and carried it on, and now I’m here,” adds Blanco.

Typically of siblings, the duo will give each other shit, even during the interview. The ribbing and needleling are good-natured and funny. When we ask what they saw in each other during that first freestyle session, they both reply “nothing” and laugh. But the reality is that they’re a solid unit, and they’re well aware that they work best together.

“We just feel that we complement each other well, as far as our voices,” says Blanco. “It might be because we’re related. I just feel like on record we complement each other, and it’s just been working.”

“I agree,” adds Guapo. “Since the beginning we’ve been stronger as a unit. We’ve taken on solo projects before, but the brand is stronger with both of us because we are different. When we come together our sound is unique. I think as a duo, it’s a lot more powerful. And we’re not bad looking too, so it helps.”

The pair grew up in the South Bay, mostly Hawthorne, but a brief period in Inglewood, as well as a couple of years in Mexico as their parents found their feet. Still, they’re keen to stress that they rep Hawthorne, and the place has had a huge impact on their sound and lyrics. Their mom, they say, worked hard to forge an honest career, while hinting that their pops went in another direction. The brothers fell somewhere in the middle.

Now of course, they’re primarily entertainers. Gloriously talented rappers in a region that fully embraces the art form. While Latino hip-hop is nothing new the pair still feels like they’re having to work a bit harder to get themselves heard, but progress is being made.

“I feel like it’s a perfect time right now,” says Blanco. “There are a lot of Hispanic cats coming up in L.A. that are pretty dope, but I feel like us, the ‘Yotes, are at the front line of it right now. One of the best out, if not the best.”

“Forever, it’s been a thing that was, not holding us back, but people shied away from it,” says Guapo. “Now, I feel like people are ready to embrace it. Not only are we dope Latino rappers, we’re dope rappers and that’s part of the appeal. You can hear us on wax, and you can’t tell if we’re brown, black, purple or yellow. That’s part of the appeal that will make us crossover big-time. It’s just a matter of time really.”

The guys are riding on a wave of talent and self-confidence, and there’s no reason that other Hispanic rappers can’t benefit from the momentum. Guapo believes that a powerful scene is developing.

“It’s dope that the world is beginning to catch on, because it’s been around for a long time but never in the forefront,” he says. “It’s always been in the shadows. We’re like the stepchildren of the United States and are rarely represented correctly or even spoken about unless it’s in a negative context, especially in hip-hop -- we’ve been there since the beginning, but we don’t get the recognition. Which is cool, but I feel like it’s gonna happen and it’s starting to happen. It’s cool to see.”

“We’re used to being the underdogs, so I feel like the victory’s going to be that much sweeter,” adds Blanco.

Besides being wild canines, a coyote is an individual who’s paid to bring people across the US-Mexican border. The brothers felt that the name fit them, as they work to bridge the gap between Mexican and American people through their art.

“That’s where the name stems from,” Guapo says. “The people that know, know. It’s something symbolic. It felt like in a literal sense as well, with what we’ve been through in our lives, that name fit perfectly. And then the fact that we’re trying to bridge that gap between Mexican and American culture. Put this in the forefront of American culture. We’re really a part of both.”

They are, and things are going well for them. Their career took a massively positive turn when they hooked up with Wack 100 and 100 Entertainment.

“We had a friend of a friend who knows Wack 100,” says Blanco. “We own a barber-shop on Melrose, and he used to come by and get his haircut over there. His name is Marcus Black. He heard some of our music, introduced it to Wack and Wack liked it.”

“That was under a year ago so this is all relatively new,” adds Guapo. “Coyote was only created a year and a half ago. As soon as we created the brand, we started shopping it without releasing music and it was a true blessing to create the Coyote brand -- it’s been moving.”

That led to Coyote touring Europe with The Game. Another related artist, Blueface, appears on their forthcoming debut EP Legally Illegal, due in September.

“We’re super happy with it,” says Guapo. “The project was done, so we thought, before we went on tour to Europe with The Game. When we came back, we low-key probably took half of it off and replaced it with new stuff that we made during the whole lockdown. We made some pretty dope stuff. So I’m super stoked, and we’re still recording so the album to follow is nearly done too.”

They’ve clearly been busy during lockdown, and they’ve stretched their artistic legs beyond music too.

“All I can say is, we’re constantly recording content so you can expect a lot of content from us,” says Blanco. “Not only music but other stuff as well. We’re about to have our own TV show, a cartoon, that’s about to drop. This is all stuff that we do on the side. We have friends that are animators so we’re working on something. And more music, man. Music and music videos. Hopefully tour when this is all over. We were supposed to hit the road when we got back from Europe, but this all put a damper on that. Right now, all you can really do is put out music, put out content and stay active like that. So that’s what we’re doing.”

That TV show is intriguing, and subscribers to their Instagram page will be familiar with the with the skits that they post.

“It’s stuff that we do by ourselves for the internet, but it’s something that me and Blanco definitely take seriously, and we want that to be another tool in our shed,” says Guapo. It’s stuff we do with our friends -- we film it and post it on the internet. We spoof MTV Cribs, Real World, Fox News, all kinds of stuff. And we recently linked up with an animator so I’m thinking about starting a one-minute cartoon series on Instagram. Some comedy shit, just to show the layers. We’re not just fucking rappers. Although we’re very dope rappers, we’re very dope at other stuff too.”

To conclude, we ask why the duo why the world needs Coyote in 2020?

“They don’t but fuck it -- we’re coming anyway,” says Blanco with a laugh.

“They’ve never seen two Mexican dudes do it like this in the hip-hop industry,” adds Guapo. “It’s going to be a huge shockwave.”

*Coyote’s Legally Illegal EP is out in September.*
A suite of four Fountain Figures anchors a new downtown plaza.

By Shana Nys Dambrot
Photos courtesy of Halo and Robert Graham Studio

A suite of four Fountain Figures anchors a new downtown plaza. When the Community Redevelopment Agency set out to spruce up the Grand Avenue corridor in 1985, a key element was the incorporation of sculpture into renovated public spaces. Among the artists tapped to create and situate works was the inimitable Robert Graham, whose bronze sculptures from the intimate to the monumental have beguiled viewers for decades. Now, some 35 years later, the Grand Avenue Arts Corridor seeks to make the upper roadway sing again -- just as an expanded consideration of styled outdoor spaces has become even more salient since the pandemic moved most of public life outdoors.

An especially elegant and unexpectedly emotional highlight of this plan is the new Halo -- a redevelopment of the Wells Fargo Center’s atrium and surrounding plaza, which will fully open later this year, but whose Graham Garden already opened to visitors. As of August 19 -- the late artist's birthday -- the original suite of bronze Figure Fountains from the mid-1980's have been re-established, and now punctuate fresh landscaping and archetypal downtown views throughout a social distance-friendly courtyard which, these days at least, is so quiet that even at midday the gentle gurgle of the fountains beneath the figures is as audible and charming as a babbling brook.

The concept and design of Graham Garden was enacted by fine art advisor Karen Amiel, and, importantly, Graham’s son Steven Graham who has been operating the Robert Graham Studio and Estate since the artist’s death in 2008, overseeing both his legacy and the finishing production on studio editions. For his part, Steven Graham expressed to the Weekly how exceedingly proud he is to be able to install these important works in a space that is not only beautiful, but is 100% free, open, and accessible to anyone 24 hours a day.

Fountain Figures I–III, 1983 and Fountain Figure IV, 1986–87, all cast bronze, have a distinctly athletic theme -- with Graham's trademark lithe nude figures striking sportswoman poses and performing feats of strength and poise like vaulting and headstands. Perhaps these ideas were on his mind as he was creating these works, given that Graham's first major civic commission came from the Olympic Arts Festival that coincided with the 1984 Los Angeles games.

Steven describes a very hands-on, even quite personal, experience seeing this project to fruition -- something much more involved than just moving sculptures from here to there. And in fact, the installation itself is more poetic than a straightforward centering. Graham describes that while the largest of the works, Fountain Figure IV, is undeniably an incredibly regal presence in the plaza, Fountain Figure III's water feature is very much at footstep level, and the other two works are rather more tucked into curves within the landscaping. Overall, they lead you through the space and each creates its own unique set of encounters. Fountain Figure II is arguably best viewed with your back to the space, as if in private. The variety of backdrops and times of day across the wide-open sky play with the works and the waters are more than Instagram-ready.

Buoyed by the Brookfield’s obvious dedication to the arts part of their vision, Graham was able to personally ensure the works are installed and honored in a way that takes great care with his father’s dream of putting objects of beauty and contemplation everywhere he could -- a poignancy reinforced by the official opening date falling on Robert’s birthday, and a gift further amplified by our pressing need for more livable public spaces.

Speaking of which, as the Halo DTLA website helpfully points out, and as Brookfield Properties’ Western Region Executive Vice President Bert Dezzutti says, “The sculptures of Robert Graham and Downtown Los Angeles are inextricably linked.” To wit, they map three other very nearby sites of important Graham sculpture -- Dance Door at the Music Center Plaza and the Great Doors of the Cathedral which are both just up the block to the north on Grand; and Source Figure to the south, which is another splendid fountain, situated halfway down the Spanish Steps toward the Library. Why not make a day of it.

The Robert Graham Garden at Halo DTLA, accessible from 330 S. Hope St. and 333 S. Grand Ave. For more information visit halodtl.com/graham-garden.

The Robert Graham Garden at Halo
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THE DEA KNOWS THE CBD INDUSTRY IS FREAKING OUT

BY JIMI DEVINE

A new announcement from the DEA highlighting the lack of legal protections for processing American hemp grown domestically has the CBD industry on edge, but how hard should people be stressing?

We asked the DEA.

We are a week into a 60-day comment period around the DEA's implementation of the Agricultural Improvements Act – more commonly known as the Farm Bill. It started when it confirmed four rulemaking changes to its existing regulations around what hemp is in the post Farm Bill world.

While some import/export stuff and mechanisms for eventual FDA approvals were included, the part that rattled the hemp industry is that "the definition of 'Marihuana Extract'" is limited to extracts "containing greater than 0.3 percent delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol on a dry weight basis." That's because at certain points during the processing the crude oil may spike above the federal limits, turning it into a schedule one substance.

But how likely is the DEA to come scoop out some crude in the middle of the process to send it to the lab as opposed to the final product? We asked. Additionally, we asked about concerns the move may give the grey CBD middleman market a more permanent feel and the idea that now-legal Chinese manufacturers might be able to consolidate sectors of the hemp CBD market here in the U.S. that wouldn't be able to produce oil in a fully legal manner.

The DEA's spokesman, Special Agent Sean Mitchell, kept it brief and first spoke to the general panic of the last week. "The DEA is aware of the concerns of the CBD industry, and is evaluating policy options," he told L.A. Weekly in phone interview.

We asked if things went the way the industry feared, what would enforcement even look like? Specifically asking about the idea of the agency shutting down machinery in the middle of processing material to check if the contents had spiked over the legal THC threshold.

"The United States is in the midst of an opioid epidemic fueled by fentanyl and is seeing a strong resurgence of methamphetamine. DEA is focusing its resources on disrupting and dismantling the Mexican cartels that are trafficking these deadly substances into and across the nation," Mitchell replied to the question.

We asked if he thought they would be loaded up on commentary from the CBD industry for this one? "I think that is a very fair assessment," he said.

We reached out to the National Hemp Association to get their take on how the DEA responded to our questioning.

"I think that's about as great a response as you could have gotten from them," Erica Stark, NHA Executive Director told L.A. Weekly. Stark said it's actually what she suspected, but certainly it's understandable how this set off alarm bells throughout the industry. "When you look at the interim final rule as written, it really doesn't say anything that we didn't already know. We've already known that products that exceed a .3% THC level are still considered a schedule one controlled substance."

Essentially, Stark sees it as a continuation of the no-man's land the hemp industry has been in for some time as they wait on the FDA to create whatever the eventual federal regulatory framework looks like. Stark believes states could take regulatory steps to protect their burgeoning industry as the feds get caught up on their own set of rules.

"We're also actively looking at what solutions we can come up with," she said. "Like would the DEA consider allowing transportation of crude oil through a transport company that holds a schedule one license to move it from one licensed processor to another licensed processor?"

We told Stark it seemed like everyone was pretty freaked out about the whole situation. She confirmed she was very aware of that and spent much of her birthday on Monday dealing with folks who wanted to share their concerns with her.

"But you know what? Every single person I talked to that was freaking out, and you know, traumatized by it, I asked them point blank, what is different today from last week?" she said. As Stark sees it, the answer is nothing has changed. What the DEA spelled out in black and white has always been true, "and it's always been a lapse in the regulations and the legislation."

Stark said one plan the hemp industry had hopes for is to get hemp added to the amendment backed by U.S. Reps. Earl Blumenauer (D-CO), Tom McClintock (R-CA), Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC), and Barbara Lee (D-CA) protecting state-legal cannabis businesses from federal interference. In essence, it would not allow the Department of Justice to go in and interfere with a hemp processor known to be legally operating within their state.

I mentioned to Stark I tried to get the DEA's take on if there were any concerns about conflicts with the Controlled Substance Act in the process of trying to regulate hemp's schedule one leftovers but they kept to a pretty straight line on saying they aren't listening to the industry and in response to my enforcement questions.

"Which doesn't really surprise me. But I think what they did say is probably the best that you are going to get out of them," Stark said. "Telling people that the DEA said that should provide a lot of comfort to a lot of people."

The California Hemp Association has been working in Sacramento to get AB 2028 turned into something they deem acceptable for the state's hemp producers. The organization's ultimate goal is to help normalize hemp as an industry and commodity to the extent the consumer thinks of the person growing it the same way they think of the people putting food on their table.

CHA Executive Director Wayne Richman took a moment away from the action to give his take on the uproar the DEA announcement caused over the last week. "There's a whole plethora of things to really get discussed but right now, I think that the DEA statements notwithstanding, we need to see more interpretations on actual scenarios," he said.

Richman thinks it's too soon to pull the fire alarm on the DEA plan, especially when the industry has so much work to do here at home in California. He argued the current version of AB 2028 would be a major roadblock for farmers, research and producing quality genetics inside the state. He said while there are aspects of the bill the industry supports, he hoped folks would contact their representatives to urge them to vote against the bill in its current form.
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The 24th, Tesla, You Cannot Kill David Arquette, Get Duked! and More

A. Weekly's Movie Guide is your look at the hottest films available on your T.V. sets, electronic devices and in select drive-ins throughout Southern California. Theaters remain closed, but the good news is that there's no shortage of diverse and engaging films to see at home. And as always, our film critics (this week: Chuck Wilson and Asher Luberto) let you know what's worth the watchtime and what's not — from indie art house gems to popcorn-perfect blockbusters and new movies garnering buzz— indicating where you can catch them whether it be digital Video on Demand (VOD) or streaming subscription services.

The 24th / VOD

An indie film with the story structure and production values of an old-school Hollywood film, The 24th is rich in texture and emotion. If the story beats seem familiar, the telling is so impassioned that they land with the intensity of the new.

In 1917, a Black Army battalion eager to head to France to fight in World War I, were sent instead to Camp Logan outside Houston, Texas, a move that enraged the camp's white troops and local police force.

For many of the 24th's men, including the Sorbonne-educated Boston (co-writer Trai Byers), this will be their first experience of Jim Crow racism, which first manifests as verbal insult and then builds to shockingly public brutality.

An idealist, Boston finds himself at the Sorbonne-educated Boston (co-writer and production values of an old-school Tesla, which features Ethan Hawke as Nikola Tesla, Thomas Edison's rival in the art of harnessing electricity, among other, madder notions, is playful about time and facts but serious about his hero's intention to do no less than reinvent the world.

Writer-director Michael Almereyda (Marjorie Prime, Experimenter) is faithful to Tesla's race-to-market competition with Edison (Kyle MacLachlan) over the commercial applications of electricity but a marvelous scene in which two meet at the 1893 World's Fair, arguably the best scene in the movie, turns out to have credibility issues.

“This meeting never happened,” declares Anne Morgan (Eve Hewson) in voice-over. The daughter of billion- aire J.P. Morgan, Anne is our guide to all things Tesla, true and invented. She occasionally speaks to the camera and Googles Tesla facts on a MacBook while still dressed in period dress.

Not every modernist flourish works. Tesla's pop song performance late in the film did not thrill me but much like its subject, this is a film that's always trying to make us see things in new ways. At one point, Tesla is standing beneath the vast Colorado night skies — created with a gorgeous on-set backdrop — in an attempt to synchronize electricity (the Tesla coil) a process which Anne describes as (quoting poet John Ashbery), "like getting the ocean to sit for a portrait.

Tesla's thought patterns are a lot like that or so Hawke's movingly interior performance suggests. After a time, Tesla seems to be having too many thoughts, or thinking more deeply than one man can handle. He imagines a beam that will protect us from war. All the details are there, in his mind, he says. One believes him, but wishes for him a reprieve from such never ending visions of the future. Genius can be exhausting from the inside. (Chuck Wilson)

Tesla / VOD

A biopic you wouldn't want to use as a research tool for a homework assignment, Tesla, which features Ethan Hawke as Nikola Tesla, Thomas Edison's rival in the art of harnessing electricity, among other, madder notions, is playful about time and facts but serious about his hero's intention to do no less than reinvent the world.

Writer-director Michael Almereyda (Marjorie Prime, Experimenter) is faithful to Tesla's race-to-market competition with Edison (Kyle MacLachlan) over the commercial applications of electricity but a marvelous scene in which two meet at the 1893 World's Fair, arguably the best scene in the movie, turns out to have credibility issues.

“This meeting never happened,” declares Anne Morgan (Eve Hewson) in voice-over. The daughter of billion- aire J.P. Morgan, Anne is our guide to all things Tesla, true and invented. She occasionally speaks to the camera and Googles Tesla facts on a MacBook while still dressed in period dress.

Not every modernist flourish works. Tesla's pop song performance late in the film did not thrill me but much like its subject, this is a film that's always trying to make us see things in new ways. At

The Cloverfield

Get Duked! / Amazon Prime

Ninian Doff didn't have to go this hard—but he did. For his directorial debut, Get Duked!, the British native comes out swinging with not only one of the best movies of the year, but one of the best hangout movies of all time. With a stacked cast of newcomers, a script crackling with one-liners and a magnificently creative visual style, Get Duked! more than earns high marks.

Set in the Scottish Highlands, the movie starts out meandering by design. Doff takes the time to introduce his leads as a new kind of “lost generation,” neglected by their schools and families, and literally lost on a disciplinary trip called The Duke of Edinburgh Challenge. The challenge is to hike from the mountains to the coast by sunset, which sounds like a waste of time for Dean (Rian Gordon), Duncan (Lewis Gribben), Ian (Samuel Bottomley) and Dj Beetroot (Viraj Juneja), a rapper whose music is so bad it makes “Boats and Hoes” from Step Brothers sound like Kendrick Lamar.

Along the way, the quartet smoke weed, drink and fight over who’s the best musician and who’s the best at making a fire. Through it all, Tesla's movingly interior performance suggests. After a time, Tesla seems to be having too many thoughts, or thinking more deeply than one man can handle. He imagines a beam that will protect us from war. All the details are there, in his mind, he says. One believes him, but wishes for him a reprieve from such never ending visions of the future. Genius can be exhausting from the inside. (Chuck Wilson)

River City Drumbeat / VOD

Your feet are sure to bob and tap while watching River City Drumbeat the rhythm-filled and inspiring new documentary about a Louisville, Kentucky music program that's been transforming the lives of the city’s young people for 30 years. Filmmakers Marlon Johnson and Anne Flatté catch the group in a year of flux, as founder Edward “Nardie” White prepares to pass leadership over to 34-year-old Albert, whom he's known since Albert was eight and troubled and just joining drum corp.

Newcomers make their own drums and begin a journey that can last all through college, as it’s doing for three seniors just joining drum corp.

Writer-director Michael Almereyda (Marjorie Prime, Experimenter) is faithful to Tesla's race-to-market competition with Edison (Kyle MacLachlan) over the commercial applications of electricity but a marvelous scene in which two meet at the 1893 World's Fair, arguably the best scene in the movie, turns out to have credibility issues.

“This meeting never happened,” declares Anne Morgan (Eve Hewson) in voice-over. The daughter of billion- aire J.P. Morgan, Anne is our guide to all things Tesla, true and invented. She occasionally speaks to the camera and Googles Tesla facts on a MacBook while still dressed in period dress.

Not every modernist flourish works. Tesla's pop song performance late in the film did not thrill me but much like its subject, this is a film that's always trying to make us see things in new ways. At one point, Tesla is standing beneath the vast Colorado night skies — created with a gorgeous on-set backdrop — in an attempt to synchronize electricity (the Tesla coil) a process which Anne describes as (quoting poet John Ashbery), "like getting the ocean to sit for a portrait.

Tesla's thought patterns are a lot like that or so Hawke's movingly interior performance suggests. After a time, Tesla seems to be having too many thoughts, or thinking more deeply than one man can handle. He imagines a beam that will protect us from war. All the details are there, in his mind, he says. One believes him, but wishes for him a reprieve from such never ending visions of the future. Genius can be exhausting from the inside. (Chuck Wilson)

You Cannot Kill David Arquette / VOD

“I’m a carny at heart,” admits actor David Arquette as he tries to explain his year-long effort to earn another official mask, an honor that makes the actor nearly weep with pride. Viewers may get a little choked up, too. As his family’s collective work has shown, an Arquette is always hard to resist. (Chuck Wilson)
FOOD

The Cloverfield has Landed at Santa Monica Airport.

BY MICHELE STUEVEN

After a much-anticipated re-model of the old Spitfire Grill, the Santa Monica Airport complex once again has a restaurant on its 227 acres—a welcoming, family and dog-friendly community space with one helluva bar menu where you’ll find one page devoted to a list of 17 different gins from around the world, including downtown L.A. The Cloverfield has finally landed.

The sprawling parking lot has been built out into an inviting enclosed patio in the shadow of bamboo and mature pepper trees overlooking the soccer field across the street. The bar, which was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.

The Cloverfield’s bar, which was killed in action. The airport now in 1923 to World War I pilot Lt. Greayer. The Army Air Corps dedicated the field in 1925. The airport was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.

The Cloverfield’s bar, which was killed in action. The airport now in 1923 to World War I pilot Lt. Greayer. The Army Air Corps dedicated the field in 1925. The airport was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.

The Cloverfield’s bar, which was killed in action. The airport now in 1923 to World War I pilot Lt. Greayer. The Army Air Corps dedicated the field in 1925. The airport was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.

The Cloverfield’s bar, which was killed in action. The airport now in 1923 to World War I pilot Lt. Greayer. The Army Air Corps dedicated the field in 1925. The airport was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.

The Cloverfield’s bar, which was killed in action. The airport now in 1923 to World War I pilot Lt. Greayer. The Army Air Corps dedicated the field in 1925. The airport was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.

The Cloverfield’s bar, which was killed in action. The airport now in 1923 to World War I pilot Lt. Greayer. The Army Air Corps dedicated the field in 1925. The airport was for a time held up by salty old pilots telling war stories for the last 30 years at the Spitfire Grill, has been replaced with silicon beach families and returning locals alike. The tired old food choices have been replaced with a menu that is alive and matches the palate and climate of Santa Monica.
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